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/ OUR PRODUCTS

Plastic Security Seals

Metal Security Labels

Security Bags

Security Envelopes

Classifiers and Organisers

RFID Applications

Security Envelopes
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/ 5 BENEFITS



Plastic Seals – Indicative – Ajustable strap

WAY-LOK

Latest generation and high security
seal. The metal insert is housed in a
welded box to prevent tampering.
Different versions to meet all needs.
Ideal for closing mailbags and cash.

21 Combinations available:
Short Flag (55x22mm)
Long Flag (85x22mm)
Strap 260 or 330mm
Tear-off/Prongs/Hole/Stopper/Rfid

Polypropylene

Tensile strength 36 kg

Logo, numbering and 
Barcode by Thermo-
impresion, digital or laser.

TEN-LOK

Multifunctional. It has a security box
to house the insert and prevent
unauthorized manipulation. Three
sizes of brackets and different strip
lengths of 2 mm diameter. Ideal for
the meat sector, chemical
containers, silos, aerial trolleys,
emergency doors, ATM cassettes.

3 models available:
TL1: Flag 54x22mm Strap:290mm
TL2: Flag 54x22mm Strap:190mm
TL7: Flag 68x22mm Strap:290mm

Polypropylene T. S: 15-36 kg
Nylon. T.S: 22-26kg

Logo, numbering and 
Barcode by Thermo-impresion, 
digital or laser.

TEN-LOK 3.8

The longest on the market, 445 mm.
length. Cylindrical strip of 3.8 mm.
diameter. It has a security box to
house the insert and prevent
tampering. Diversity of colours. Ideal
for tanks and silos.

Flag 54 x 22 mm.
marking area: 31 x 18 mm
Strap: 285 or 445 mm

Polypropylene

Tensile strength 31-39 kg

Logo, numbering and 
Barcode by Thermo-
impresion, digital or laser.

Available colours Available colours Available colours



SECURE TITE

One-piece seal. Wide variety of
shapes, sizes, colors and versions
(skewers, tear-off, large bracket,
label holder) Ideal for identifying and
closing bags

TEN-LOK 7 RFID

Multifunctional. It has a security box to
house the insert and Flag with Rfid tag
and different strip lengths of 2 mm
diameter. Ideal for the meat sector,
chemical containers, silos, aerial trolleys,
emergency doors, ATM cassettes.

Flag 22 x 68 mm.
marking area: 20 x 60 mm
Strap: 290 x2 mm

Tensile strength 21 kg

Polypropylene or Nylon.

Logo, numbering and 
Barcode by Thermo-impresion, 
digital or laser.

Plastic Seals – Indicative – Ajustable strap

Tensile strength 21 kg

Polypropylene or Nylon.

Logo, numbering and 
Barcode by Thermo-impresion, 
digital or laser.

Flag 22 x 68 mm.
marking area: 20 x 60 mm
Strap: 290 x2 mm

TEN-LOK 1 Detectable

In addition to the same specs as TEN-LOK,
this versión has a metalic pigment that is
detected by metal detectors.
Usually used in Food and Pharmaceutical
Industries. Suitable for food contact.

Flag 22 x 54 mm.
marking area: 20 x 60 mm
Strap: 290 x2 mm

Tensile strength 21 kg

Polypropylene or Nylon.

Logo, numbering and 
Barcode by Thermo-impresion, 
digital or laser.

Available colours Available coloursAvailable colours



BI-LOK

High security seal with two different
closure forms, in the form of a loop
or longitudinally separating the body
from the bracket, Strip of 120 and
215 mm. long and 1.6 mm. diameter.
Ideal in Metrology for sealing water
or electricity meters and for the
airline sector.

Flag: 24x12 mm
Straps available: 210 mm
Diameter: 1,6 mm

Nylon

Tensile strength 4-6 kg

Logo, numbering and 
Barcode by Thermo-
impresion, digital or laser.

PULL FLY

Indicative seal designed for easy
application. 1.8mm diameter. It is ideal
for sealing small holes in meters and
fire extinguishers.

Flag: 24x12 mm
Straps available: 150 mm
Diameter: 1,8 mm

Polypropylene T. S: 4.8 kg
Nylon. T.S: 6-8 kg

Logo, numbering and 
Barcode by Ink, Thermo-
impresion, digital or laser.

Plastic Seals – Indicative – Fixed lenght

PULL TITE

Multifunctional. It has a security box to
house the insert and prevent
unauthorized manipulation. Card with
RFID tag and 2 mm diameter strip. Ideal
for the meat sector, chemical
containers, silos, aerial trolleys,
emergency doors, ATM cassettes.

Flag: 39x22 mm
Marking area: 17x22 mm
Straps available: 150 mm, 
240 mm and 300 mm

Polypropylene

Tensile strength 4-6 kg

Logo, numbering and 
Barcode by Thermo-
impresion, digital or laser.

Available colours Available coloursAvailable colours



NEW-LOK

Multifunctional and economical. 
One-piece seal with different 
versions (pins, tear-off, label holder). 
Diversity of colors. Ideal for the 
identification and sealing of bags.

Flag: 53x22 mm 
Marking area: 50x20 mm
Strap: 360x6 mm

WITTY-LOK

One-piece seal, RING type. With break
point for easy opening. Ideal for
securing the closure of containers,
wagons and trucks. Applicable for TIR
cable

Flag: 42mm
Marking area: 20x60mm
Strap: 290mm 

Polypropylene

Tensile strength: 22Kg

Logo, numbering and 
Barcode by Thermo or Digital 
impresión.

Polypropylene.

Tensile strength: 22Kg

Logo, numbering and 
Barcode by Thermo or
Digital impresión.

Plastic Seals – Indicative – Fixed lenght

PULL GRIP 4

Multifunctional and versatile
application. Economic. Easy opening
thanks to its tearable

Flag: 30 x 21,9 mm 
Marking area: 30 x 15 mm
Strap: 196 x 3,6 mm

Polypropylene

Tensile strength 13-16 kg

Logo, numbering and 
Barcode by Thermo-
impresion, digital or laser.

Available colours Available coloursAvailable colours



SECUR HASP I

PADLOCK-type seal with manual closure
and in different versions. Ideal for
catering cabinets, metal drums, tir
cable, refrigerated trucks, transport in
general and for closing cabinets and
keeping keys or gates.

Body 37x25mm
Wire: 1,5 mm

HAND-LOK

Multifunctional PADLOCK type seal.
Ideal for sealing openings or small holes
such as catering and beverage cabinets
for airplanes, electricity meters, water,
gas, drums, and especially indicated in
the meat sector for sealing livers and
viscera.

Polypropylene and galvanised
Steel 

Tensile strength: 3,8 Kg

Logo, B/C and numbering by
laser or Thermo. 

Plastic Seals – Indicative – Padlok closure

Flag: 30x20 mm 
Marking area: 28x16 mm

Polypropylene

Tensile strength: 2,8 Kg

Logo, numbering and 
Barcode by Ink, Laser, Thermo
or Digital impresión.

Available colours Available colours



BUTTON SEAL

Diameter: 10 mm
Min. order: 10,000 units

Material: Self-extinguishing 
polystyrene
Option of marking using the 
press

6 Digits max. to be marked

Plastic button that replaces lead for
sealing meters and scales for both
energy and water production
companies and meter manufacturers or
installers.
It is applied with corrugated wire and
special pliers.
Both the button, made of polystyrene,
and the wire are self-extinguishing.

EURO TOOLESS AND 
TOOLESS DOUBLE FLAG

Family of ROTATING CLOSURE seals, ideal
for sealing small diameter holes such as
metrological meters (water, gas,
electricity, taximeters...). It does not
require pliers for its application. We have
a special resin version for fuel pumps and
meters.

EURO TOOL LESS 
Flag: 27 x 10,5 mm
TOOL LESS DOUBLE FLAG
Flag: 16 x 5 mm.

Body Polyester/ Insert ABS
Or
Body Resin/ Insert Resin

Logo, numbering, B/C, DIBI by
laser

Plastic Seals – Indicative – With twist lock and wire

WIRE

Tensil Strength:

Stainless Steel (Coated)   —
15 - 19kg

0.82mm 
Stainless Steel (Non-coated)  —

13 -17kg

Available colours



BOX SEAL

Anchor seal in one piece. With break
point for easy opening. Ideal to ensure
the closure of crocodile boxes.

Flag: 35*11,7 mm
Anchor: 19,7*9 mm

Polypropylen

Laser or mould engraved

Min. order: 10,000 units

FISH

HOSTALEN Polypropylen

Logo optional.

Min. order: 10,000 units

TREE

Polypropylene copolymer

Logo optional.

Min. order: 8,000 units

Anchor seal in one piece. With break
point for easy opening. Ideal to ensure
the closure of drums for liquids, drums,
steel drums, fiber drums 20-2001.

Anchor seal in one piece. With break
point for easy opening. Ideal to ensure
the closure of drums for liquids, fiber
drums, steel drums, steel barrels 60-
400l

4 mm hole diameter for
attaching label

15 mm hole diameter
for attaching label

Other Plastic Seals

Available colours



HANGERS

Usually used in the Food Industry as a
Ham hanger in the drying process.
Resistant to weight and temperature
changes. Reusable. White color.
Ideal for hanging on a hanger or hook.

Nylon

No marking

PLASTIC FLANGE

Polypropyleno

No marking

One-piece seal, RING type. With break
point for easy opening. Ideal for
securing the closure of containers,
wagons and trucks. Two versions of
maximum security closure

Other Plastic Seals



F-150

ADJUSTABLE FLANGE type cable seal.
Standard cable 1.5 mm in diameter and
25 cm long. It requires shears to break
it. Ideal for valves, transport, land and
air and tanks.

Body: 26*22mm
Cable diametre:  1,5 mm  
Length: 250 mm

Aluminium body and non-
preformed braided steel 
cable.
Tensile strength 330 kg

Numbering, company name, 
B/C, in laser 

F-350-F-500

High security ADJUSTABLE FLANGE type
cable seals with 3.5 mm and 5 mm
diameter braided cable. It requires
shears for its opening. Widely used in
the transport and logistics sector. Ideal
for trucks, tanks, sea and air containers,
railway cars, all types of valves and
drums.

CLIK-LOK 2

Semi-barrier metal seal specially
designed for T.I.R transport and
container traffic. It is the standard
customs seal. With optical indication
of the correct closure. It requires a
tool to open it. Ideal for sea
containers.

Shaft diameter: 7,9 mm
Total shaft length: 84,1 mm
Head diameter: 24,2  mm

Aluminium body and non-
preformed braided steel cable.
F-350: Tensile strength 1,326 kg
F-500: Tensile strength 1,500 kg

Numbering, company name, B/C, 
in laser 

F-350: Body 26 x 26 mm. Cable: 
Diameter: 3.5 mm/ length: 300 mm
F-500: Body 38 x 30 mm. Cable:
Diameter: 5 mm/ length: 300 mm

Metallic Seals – High Security Barrier

Carbon steel inner shaft and high 
impact polystyrene cap. ABS 
coating.

Tensile strength: 1,800 kg.

Numbering, B/C, in laser

Available colours Available coloursAvailable colours



SHIPPING-LOK

Metal ring type security seal with flat strip
made of reinforced metal designed for
sealing trucks and transport vehicles,
containers, etc. It is the standard customs
seal. With optical indication of the correct
closure. It requires a tool to open it.

Flag: 80*20 mm
Perimeter Closure 200 mm
Strip measures: 9x 200 mm

Flag: Polypropylene. Strip: 
Tin-plated metal
Locking Mechanism: 
Stainless steel
Tensile Strength: 70 Kg

Logo, num, B/C by Laser

MARVIK

INDICATIVE clip-type aluminium seal,
specially designed for machines,
cabinets and fire extinguishers.
It can be applied with metal wire or
rope.

Aluminium.

Text/logo, numbering by Laser

HARBOR-LOK RFID

The seal has a tamper alarm or manipulation
alarm system. It consists of a mechanism that
is activated when the cable is broken,
automatically altering a check digit of the tag.
.
When reading the seal with the RFID system,
it informs if it has been tampered with.

Minimum tensile strength of 30kg 

Guaranteed reading distance of 6m

Laser marked

Aluminum plastic 
and braided steel 
cable.

Metallic Seals 

Large side: 17 mm, small 
side: 15 mm
Length (closed): 20mm

Available colours Available coloursAvailable colours



Security Labels

Personalized labels that evidence unauthorized manipulation by revealing a
hidden message.

Different materials in its manufacture ensure perfect suitability for
application on different surfaces.

Wide range of colors and sizes. Possibility of customization.

Essential for the airline industry, hospitality, hospitals, police, offices,
transport, trucks, computers, safes, telephones and in any other application
where, in an economical way, evidence of unauthorized manipulation is
required.

For porous surfaces such as cardboard, we have continuous security rolls
for closing boxes or large surfaces.

KTL+

CKNR CKR

KTL



Lilo SigilloArrow Tag

Ultra Destructible Labels

Paper / Polypropylene Labels

Security Labels



We manufacture a wide range of specific envelopes and bags for each of our customers' needs. With different types of closure and a
wide variety of sizes and printing, we can supply you with the ideal product for processing your mailings and correspondence

Drugs Envelopes

Couries EnvelopeHigh Security Envelope Internal mail Envelope

Security Envelopes

High Security Envelope



Envelope for Transportation of Funds

Packing List Pouch
Personalised Envelopes

STEB Bag

We manufacture a wide range of specific envelopes and bags for each of our customers' needs. With different types of closure and a
wide variety of sizes and printing, we can supply you with the ideal product for processing your mailings and correspondence

Security Envelopes



We manufacture a wide range of specific envelopes and bags for each of our customers' needs. With different types of closure and a
wide variety of sizes and printing, we can supply you with the ideal product for processing your mailings and correspondence

Seed Bag
Samping Sacks

CIT Bags Blister Bag

Security Bags



Due to its safety, economy and efficiency, SAFEPAK is the most widely used
security bag system for sending documentation, correspondence, currency,
medicines, IT, etc.

The materials used are recyclable, non-polluting and of the highest quality
and durability.

Wide range of versions, sizes and colors that can be customized according
to customer needs.

Our security bags incorporate different patented security closing systems,
which, applied to the zipper, show the unwanted opening of the same.

Key holder Bag

Purse Bag

Pouches

Safepol

Envopol

Isothermal Bag

Security Bags

Available colours

Available colours



Gusseted Bag Flat BagTrapezoidal Bag

Coin holder and Euro dispenser

Coin holder Euro Dispenser

Logistics and Monetary Organisation

Security Bags



Document classification

SeniorBT2 Trolley BT3 Trolley

Table with shelve

Loading Platform

Cupboard tablePidgeon holesRigid boxes




